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	Maximize the Capabilities of Oracle Self-Service Applications


	Get complete coverage of Oracle E-Business Suite's self-service modules, including Oracle iProcurement, Oracle Internet Expenses, Oracle iSupplier Portal, and Oracle iReceivables, inside this Oracle Press guide. Oracle Self-Service Applications discusses the features of each module and how they benefit organizational workflow, and reviews common implementation considerations that apply to all the applications. The book also provides detailed configuration instructions explaining each screen and field. Learn how to set up and use:

	
		Oracle iProcurement for automating both the requesting and approval of requisitions
	
		Oracle Internet Expenses for streamlining the entry, approval, and auditing of expense reports, including credit card processing
	
		Oracle iSupplier Portal to allow secure supplier collaboration
	
		Oracle iReceivables to enable customers and employees to review account information online
	
		The order management portal for granting inquiry-only viewing and tracking of orders and delivery status
	
		Oracle Bill Presentment Architecture for customizing invoices
	
		Oracle Approvals Management to accommodate complex rules for approving transactions
	
		Oracle Application Framework to customize both the options and usability of the self-service applications
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Digital Integrated Circuit Design: From VLSI Architectures to CMOS FabricationCambridge University Press, 2008
Prepublication quote: '[The top-down] emphasis of the text ... should be right on the money and is very timely.' Joanne DeGroat, Ohio State University     

       VLSI circuits are ubiquitous in the modern world, and designing them efficiently is becoming increasingly challenging with the development of ever smaller chips. This...
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Mechanics of Microelectromechanical SystemsSpringer, 2004
This book offers a comprehensive coverage to the mechanics of
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), which are analyzed from a
mechanical engineer’s viewpoint as devices that transform an input form of
energy, such as thermal, electrostatic, electromagnetic or optical, into output
mechanical motion (in the case of...
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Facebook Marketing: Designing Your Next Marketing Campaign (2nd Edition) (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2010

	The All-New, Up-to-the-Minute Guide to Facebook® Marketing: Better Techniques, Better Results!


	 


	In this completely revised book, top Facebook...
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Objective-C Phrasebook (2nd Edition) (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Blaise Pascal once wrote, “I didn’t have time to write a short letter, so I wrote a long one instead.” This phrasebook is the shortest book I’ve written, and trying to fit everything that I wanted to say into a volume this short was a challenge.


	When Mark Taber originally suggested that I...
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Blackness as a Defining Identity: Mediated Representations and the Lived Experiences of African Immigrants in AustraliaSpringer, 2019

	
		This book explores the lived experiences of African immigrants in Australia, and the way they are represented in the media. By delving into the group’s everyday lives, the book exposes the roles that media and social perceptions play in the production and regulation of diasporic identities. Rather than being presented as...
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Microsoft Data Mining: Integrated Business Intelligence for e-Commerce and Knowledge ManagementDigital Press, 2001
Data mining exploits the knowledge that is held in the enterprise data store by examining the data to reveal patterns that suggest better ways to produce profit, savings, higher-quality products, and greater customer satisfaction. Just as the lines on our faces reveal a history of laughter and frowns, the patterns embedded in data reveal a history...
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